vocabulary 6
1 	Circle the correct word in each sentence.

3

1. I was so shocking / shocked by her facial
tattoo.

Give your opinion of these things using an
adjective from Exercise 1 or 2.
1. rap music
It’s exciting to dance to rap music.

2. The book was really quite boring / bored.
3. I get a bit depressing / depressed when it
rains all day.

2. skiing

4. I felt so insulting / insulted by her rude
words.

3. The Simpsons

5. It’s rather annoying / annoyed when you
miss the bus.

4. snakes

6. My grandmother is really terrifying /
terrified of people with multiple tattoos
and piercings.

5. thunderstorms

7. I don’t think horror movies are very
frightening / frightened at all.

6. failing an exam

8. Come and look at this. It’s quite
interesting / interested.

7. going on vacation

9. That joke was rather amusing / amused!

8. losing your homework

10. We’re going on vacation tomorrow and
I’m really excited / exciting.
11. Are you terribly worrying / worried about
crime?
12. I feel a bit frustrating / frustrated because
I can’t do this math problem.
2

Fill in the blanks with the correct word from
the box.
attractive
unique

impressive
ugly

scary
shocking

1. My brother saw an impressive karate
demonstration. A man broke six bricks at
once with his forehead.
2. I don’t like going to
movies
because they give me nightmares.
3. My friend’s mother is Kenyan and his
father is South Korean. They have a very
family.
4. José and Eun-Byul find each other
, so they are dating.
5. It’s
that our new neighbors had
their dog’s fur colored hot pink.
6. Garbage on the streets can make an
.
otherwise nice city seem
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